Ž
. vertices of Q Q are n-tuples x , . . . , x , where x g A A, i s 1, . . . , n, and two The main motivation for introducing random induced subgraphs of generalized n-cubes, Q Q n , is the analysis of maps defined on generalized ␣ n-cubes into a set of ''structures.'' These maps are studied in evolutionary w x optimization and mathematical biology 11 . In this context a ''structure'' Ž . Ä 4Ž consists of i a contact graph C C with vertex set 1, . . . , n the indices of n Ž . w n x . Ž . the coordinates of a vertex x , . . . , x g v Q Q
and ii a multiset of Ž . symmetric relations R R . The relations are imposed on the extremie egewC C x n w x Ž . ties of edges of the contact graph 12 . A vertex P s x , . . . , x is called 1 n Ä 4 w x compatible to a given structure if for any two x , x with j, k g e C C j k n Ž . Ž Ž . . holds x , x g R R . Then the preimage of a structure C C , R R j k Äj,k4 n e e ge w C C x n can be modeled as a random induced subgraph of Q Q n by selecting all ␣ w n x w x compatible vertices P g v Q Q with independent probability ; see 13
␣ n for details. The basic random graph model considered here differs therew x fore from the standard random graphs introduced by Erdos and Renyi 14ẃ here edges of a fixed base graph X are selected independently and the w x vertex set v X is fixed.
Ä 4 This paper contains two theorems. Theorem 1 proves that for ⌫ s
, where s c ln n rn and c ) 0 is sufficiently large, n n n the largest component of random induced subgraphs of generalized n-cubes contains almost all vertices. A related result was obtained for standard w x random graphs by Ajtai, Komlos, and Szemeredi 1 .ẃ x n n T HEOREM 1 . Let Q Q be a Boolean hypercube and ⌫ -Q Q be sub-
graphs obtained by independently selecting Q Q n edges at random with probabil-
To prove the theorem, the authors first verified the existence of many vertices contained in connected subgraphs of size G n 2 and then proved that there cannot exist a certain bipartition among the connected subgraphs of size G n 2 using the isoperimetric inequality of Harper and w x Bernstein 9, 6 . The proof of Theorem 1 follows a similar argumentation. Lemma 1 determines a lower bound for the¨ertex boundary of Q Q n -sub-␣ graphs. For this purpose Q Q n is considered as a Cayley graph which then ␣ w x allows the use of an algebraic method 2, 4 . Lemma 2 guarantees that almost all ⌫ -vertices are contained in connected subgraphs of size G n h , n h g ‫.ގ‬ The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the two lemmas and splits into w x three claims. Claim 1 applies the argument in 1 to the closure of the family of connected subgraphs of size G n h . Claim 2 concludes the Ž . existence of the unique largest component using Claim 1 by proving that < < every induced subgraph Y -⌫ of size c ⌫ , c ) 0, has a closure that is 
where c ) 0. Finally, the threshold value for the connectivity property P, Q w x of random induced subgraphs 13, 11 is determined. This threshold value is proved to be simultaneously the threshold value for the nonexistence of ⌫ -vertices with finite degree. Ž . An undirected graph is a pair V, E , where V is a finite set whose elements are called¨ertices and E is a set of unordered pairs of distinct vertices whose elements are called edges. Since we typically work with w x w x different graphs we write V s v X and E s e X . Vertices of X are w x w x < < < w x< referred to as P g v X , edges as y g e X , and X [ v X is called the Ä 4 Ž size of X. Let y s P, Q be an X-edge. Then P, Q are called adjacent in . w x X and are called extremities of y. For a vertex P g v X the number of Ä 4 edges of the form P, Q is called the X degree of P. There is an obvious notion of a graph morphism and if Y ª X is an embedding we call Y a X w x subgraph of X. We call a subgraph Y -X induced, if P, P g v Y are adjacent in Y if and only if P, P X are adjacent in X. The subgraph induced by all X-vertices having degree at least l is referred to as
and Q being adjacent by y . The length of a path is the number of edges
X-vertices P, Q is the minimal length of an X-path connecting P, Q or ϱ if there is no such path. The diameter of X is the maximum of all 
. is obviously a measure and G G X , is a probability space. For a subgraph Y -Q Q n we will sometimes write dY instead of d Y and for an
a sequence of probability spaces. Q Q n -components will be referred to as C ␣ n n Ž . n Ž . and Q Q ⌫ is the subgraph of Q Q ⌫ induced by all vertices having
. . we will denote positive, nonzero 1 1 constants. Further we will frequently make use of the following result on Ä 4 w x sums of independent random variables, Z , having values in 0, 1 7, 3 :
n ªϱ n n
Main Results
In this paper the following two theorems will be proved.
we can choose c ) 0 such that:
Ž1.
i The largest ⌫ -component, C , is the induced subgraph of all n n ⌫ -ertices that are contained in ⌫ -components of size G n h , for some n n h g ‫ގ‬ , and
Theorem 2 describes the structure of random induced subgraphs ⌫ with 
Proof of Theorem 1
For the proof of Theorem 1 we need two lemmas. The first lemma gives a lower bound on the vertex boundary of induced subgraphs X -Q Q n . It ␣ w x follows from a general theorem on expanders 2, 5, 4 . A related result in w x the case of Boolean n-cubes is the so-called isoperimetric inequality 9, 6 .
< < Proof. Let G be a group acting transitively on a set M with M s n w x and let A ; M. Then 8, 5
ks 1 k w x w x We observe that for each g v X _v gX there exists a minimal index
From this we conclude that there exists one s with the property
, since otherwise we immediately obtain the contra-
This completes the proof of the theorem. n Ž . To represent a generalized hypercube Q Q as a Cayley graph ⌫ G, S we ␣ introduce Z , the cyclic group of order ␣, the product Z n , and the
is a generalized n-cube and X is an induced
n Proof. i follows directly from the above theorem since Q Q s
and Q Q has diameter n. ii is clear for finite X and
< < for X p ϱ we first prove:
Ž . loss of generality we can assume ⑀ n g ‫ގ‬ and ࠻ implies
There are elements g of the form g s Ł s and
Claim 1 follows.
We first observe
The implication is proved by induction on k. k s 1 is obvious and the induction hypothesis reads
vertices P that induce Y-elements P, Q, P . Hence for fixed P there are Ž . Ž X . at most m ␣ y 1 n vertices P with P, Q, P g Y and we obtain
which is impossible. Hence the above implication holds for finite k and, in Ž . X Ž . Q g B B P such that P g B B Q . Using the induction hypothesis, we 1 1 derive
Ž . and choosing m s m r sufficiently large the assertion holds for finite r. 
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Then there exist constants c, c ) 0 such that 
of the above n Q Q n -neighbors that is contained in ⌫ will be used to 
Ä 4 11 10 n n nªϱ w yc c 11 x n w We now fix a vertex P from the remaining 1 y n ␣ -vertices having 1 Ž . x G c ln n ⌫ -neighbors . The probability that none of its ⌫ -neighbors is n n 2 Ž . Žcr 2 .lnŽ n.
Let now Z be the number of these vertices. Then E Z s n ␣ and
Ä 4
n n Ä yc c 5 n 4 Accordingly, it follows for c -c , lim Z ) n ␣ s 0. We now 5 3 n ª ϱ n n choose c ) 0 such that n yc c 11 q n yc c 5 F n yc c 6 and we have therefore at 
4
Taking ⌫ X to be the induced subgraph of ⌫ induced by all vertices that n n h are contained in a ⌫ -component of size G n the lemma follows.
n Proof of Theorem 1. According to Lemma 2 a.s. there exists an induced subgraph ⌫ X -⌫ in which each vertex is contained in a ⌫ -component of n n n X X h y cc n 6 < < w x size G n and ⌫ G 1 y n ␣ . The vertex set of ⌫ decomposes into n n u< < h v a set X X of at most ⌫ rn ⌫ -connected subgraphs X , . . . , X , where
In a second random process we select the vertices of Q Q n _ ⌫ X with the
tion of X X with the properties connected by vertices selected in the second random process.
Obviously, there are at most 2 < ⌫ n X < r n h different ways to obtain A and we 1 distinguish two scenarios:
n n Ž . In case of i , we have according to Lemma 1
Since there are at most n ␣ vertices in Q Q _⌫ we can assume that at 
X2
1y .
n Therefore, for h s 4 and c X sufficiently large,
w Q Q -vertices that have ) c ln n ⌫ -neighbors being connected to at most < Ž 2 . < < < ing to Claim 2, C has at most C s ⌫ with lim s 0 vertices. n n n n n ª ϱ n < Ž 2 . < n Claim 3. Suppose h s 3 and C s ␣ with lim s 0. Then
Suppose C ) n . Then, by definition, C contains only ⌫ -vertices. It n n n u< Ž2. < 3 v is therefore composed of at most C rn connected ⌫ -subgraphs. . We next compute the probability that C Ž2. is still a ⌫ -component n n n after the second randomization, i.e., the probability of the event that in the Ž second randomization no vertex boundary has been chosen. First note
In case Cnrln n F C F n there are at most ␣ ␣y1 n C n n Ž . of those components cf. the proof of Lemma 2 . For the vertex boundary of C Ž2. holds
s 0. We will prove lim E Z s 0:
-n ␣ e e e q ␣e e ,
. Choosing c sufficiently large we conclude lim E Z s 0, 
, and ) 1 y ␣ . We first claim
To prove the claim, for k g ‫,ގ‬ let Z be the r.v. counting the vertices
Ž . Ž .
4
⌫ n w x n Ž . For any two vertices P, Q g v ⌫ we fix a Q Q -path P, U , . . . , U , Q of connected by a ⌫ -path of length F k q 2 t q 6. This guarantees for all n w x P,Qgv ⌫ the existence of a ⌫ -path of length F c n, c )0, n, l n P , Q P ,Q connecting P and Q. In particular ⌫ , for l sufficiently large, is a 
